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What

to

do in

next？。

This is a real change of the world.It is also GREAT CHANCE..
The sever,decisive and fundamental recognitions on the fact that
❶Climate Change Crisis(CCC):
❷Global Livelyhood Crisis(GLC)：
❶CLIMATE CHANGE CRISIS(CCC) the most precede ploblem：
①The decisive fact that without cutting CO2 by more than the 60％,stopping
global temperature Ｔ up is impossible.
＋Natural sink of land and ocean

＝2.8Gt＋2.2Gt＝5.0Gt。

－Natural emitting of land & ocean＝1.5Gt
－Man made emitting
deficit of CO2 budget

＝7.6Gt
＝－4.1Gt/7.6Gt

<http://www.globalcarbonproject.org/global/pdf/GCP_CarbonCycleUpdate.pdf>
②Unless the decisive actions within now years,Ｔ shall exceed
so called the tipping point of no return.
Current situation is 1℃ up as global temperature, which had already caused many
disasters on globe,once more than 0.5～1℃ up,it would be the tipping point.
☞：The tipping point would be determined by natural GHG emitting especially by
hudge amount of unstable methane(clathrate) eruption in Aantarctic sea flor etc.
Then what would happen ?,
③The temperature shall accelate own rising speed into final point in a burst.
Finally our planet would become fire ball earth＝the planet perish !!!.
Certainly matter mentioned in above is necessary not only verification by the
experts,but also recognition by everyone.In this sense,the former activities of
IPCC scientis is told entirely of no effective.
Why such "thousand scientists groupe the insiders of ability" did so ?.
It seems causing from "ensemble synchronous despair" for interrupting current
situation.That is overwhelming momentum of giantic people's desires for economic
growthes in global comptetitive capitalism with hudge consumption of fuel energy.
It may be few but outsiders who could be against with the global regime of now.

④What option could be？＝Global Rationing Economy of Attacking Tactics(GREAT):
Can you find another way instead cutting more than ６０％ of global fuel
energy ?.According to the professor Jucelino,it is ８０％ !!!.
A policy by halves would be of no effective to rescue.

❷Global Livelyhood Crisis(GLC)
＝Challenging Advocate to Nature Creating for Everyone(CHANCE)！！．
How to make global consensus for matters mentioned in above ???.
It is all of your problem in order to live together with limited life resources.
Although the unprecedental difficulties,it never be impossible if you take it as
a wartime regime.It is decisively certain that we are confronted with the
unprecedental crisis of planet perish !!!.On the other hand,necessary amount of
foods and houses are now saved in the world.Problem is how to distribute them.
⑴global challenging to alternative energy sources,power of solar,wind,tide,
underground heat,bio--,....,atomic power plant,and Tesla electric generator.
It is not impossible!,see these websites.
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla>
<http://www.777true.com/BWG.pdf>
⑵global challenging to cultivate deserts into green fields.
It is not impossible!,see these websites.
<http://www.yamanashi-nponet.jp/~desert/inochi.html>
<http://www.rmaf.org.ph/Awardees/Citation/CitationToyamaSei.htm>
⑶enjoying no-working life by supplying free foods and houses,
by holding activities of social volunteer and educational,
by holding endless festivals for praying God,
It is not impossible by progressive taxation and donation,
⑷A change is to anihilate past and to create new future.
Now such GM the symbol of American capitalism is obliged to rely on
goverment support.It is an end.So we could not help to change the ancient
regime.You should forget stubborn established concepts the defeated.Then
you should create new systematical & adaptive concepts for the victory.

